Scottish Ministers
St. Andrew's House
Regent Road
Edinburgh
EH1 3DG
scottish.ministers@gov.scot
13 November 2019
Dear Scottish Ministers,
New Scientific Papers Detailing Welfare Abuse by the Thermolicer
Further to Scottish Salmon Watch's call to Scottish Ministers to ban the Thermolicer (our
letter dated 9 October 2019 is re-enclosed below for easy reference), please take the time to
read two new scientific papers reporting welfare abuse adding to the weight of scientific and
veterinary evidence against the Thermolicer. Please re-consider your position of allowing
such a torture chamber to continue to operate in Scottish waters and immediately ban the
Thermolicer which Scottish Salmon Watch argues is in breach of the Animal Health &
Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006.

Download scientific papers in full online here and online here

Scientists from the Norwegian Veterinary Institute and Research Group Animal Welfare at
the Institute of Marine Research in Norway concluded:

Read in full via "Thermal injuries in Atlantic salmon in a pilot laboratory trial" (Veterinary &
Animal Science, December 2019)

Scientists from the Norwegian Veterinary Institute and Institute of Marine Research in
Norway concluded in a second paper published in the December 2019 issue of Veterinary &
Animal Science:

Read in full online via "Sudden exposure to warm water causes instant behavioural
responsesindicative of nociception or pain in Atlantic salmon"

Scottish Salmon Watch filmed earlier this month at a Scottish Salmon Company salmon farm
off Portree using a Thermolicer aboard the Simon Princess:

Further video footage is available online here

Read more via "New Veterinary Science Papers Turn Up Heat on the Thermolicer"

Last month, Scottish Salmon Watch wrote to Scottish Ministers reiterating our call for a ban
and asking the Scottish Government to investigate whether salmon farms across Scotland
were in breach of Section 19 ("Unnecessary Suffering"); Section 21 ("Cruel Operations") and
Section 24 ("Ensuring Welfare of Animals") of the Animal Health & Welfare (Scotland) Act
2006.

Read more via: Video Nasty: Thermolicer - the Heated Torture Chamber for Scottish Salmon
The Herald reported (14 October 2019): "Scottish Government is urged to ban ‘painful’
salmon delicing tech"

To reiterate from Scottish Salmon Watch's letter to Scottish Ministers dated 9 October 2019:
Scottish Ministers and salmon farmers have a duty of care to fish under the Animal Health &
Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006. Why is the salmon farming industry being allowed to get
away with murder?
Scottish Salmon Watch asked Scottish Ministers and in particular Mairi Gougeon as Minister
for Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment with specific responsibility for "Animal health
and welfare" to conduct an in-depth investigation into the operation of the Thermolicer and
Hydrolicer on salmon farms as a matter of urgency and ban their use immediately.
Read more via "Welfare Abuse at Scottish Salmon Farms - Why No Legal Enforcement Or
Prosecutions?"
Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scottish Salmon Watch
Cc:
Professor Cathy Dwyer (Scotland's Animal Welfare Commissioner)
Christine Grahame (Convenor of the Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare)

Scottish Ministers
St. Andrew's House
Regent Road
Edinburgh
EH1 3DG
scottish.ministers@gov.scot
9 October 2019
Dear Scottish Ministers,
Ban the Thermolicer & Hydrolicer for breaching the Animal Health & Welfare
(Scotland) Act 2006
Please ban the Thermolicer & Hydrolicer for breaching the Animal Health & Welfare
(Scotland) Act 2006. Scottish Salmon Watch believes that salmon farms across Scotland are
breaching Section 19 ("Unnecessary Suffering"); Section 21 ("Cruel Operations") and
Section 24 ("Ensuring Welfare of Animals"). Video footage published today shows how
Scotland's iconic Atlantic salmon - Salmo salar in Latin meaning 'the Leaper' - is being
systematically abused via the use of mechanical treatments.

Scottish salmon no longer leaps up waterfalls like a wild and majestic athlete.

Instead, the King of Fish is crammed like a couch potato into battery cages and treated
inhumanely.

Here's video footage from Salmon & Trout Conservation Scotland of a Hydrolicer in
operation on a Scottish salmon farm.

Mass mortalities due to mechanical 'treatments' (a euphemism for torture chambers) are eyepopping in their horror and cruelty. For example, the latest mortality data on Scottish salmon
farms published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate lists dozens of cases
involving the Thermolicer, Hydrolicer and other mechanical treatments - including:
"Thermolicer treatment started on 24th June for 4 days. Fish with bleeding gills, "collision
damage" and heart damage" (Mowi's Craig an Tsagairt salmon farm in Loch Hourn in July
2019)
"Biomarkers showed muscle fatigue, but a physical treatment for sea lice was required
causing the increase in mortalities" (The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon farm at
Taranaish in Loch Roag in June 2018)
"Thermolicer treatment on one cage. Decided not to treat other cages with Thermolicer"
(Mowi's salmon farm at Caolas A Deas in Loch Shell in November 2017)
"Losses following Thermolicer treatment. Thought to be fish weakened by HSMI" (Scottish
Sea Farms' salmon farm at Nevis A in Loch Nevis in April 2017)

"Post Hydrolicer treatment, fish with compromised health did not survive the treatment well mechanical damage" (The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon farm at Quarry Point in Loch
Fyne in March 2017)

Here's mortality event reports where physical treatments such as a Thermolicer and
Hydrolicer are cited by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate (data published
on 16 September 2019):

'Case Information' published by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate also cites
welfare problems and mortalities due to the Thermolicer and Hydrolicer. For example, here's
a case report in June 2019 for Mowi's Bagh Dail Nan Cean (Bay of the Dead Heads) salmon
farm:

Video footage of mortalities at Mowi's 'Bay of the Dead Heads' salmon farm in Scotland was
posted last month by diver David Ainsley:

Another case report in June 2019 for Mowi's Port Na Cro salmon farm cited "obvious
mechanical damage from the Thermolicer treatment":

Here's photos from a Fish Health Inspectorate visit to The Scottish Salmon Company's
salmon farm at Portree in February 2019 - including "visible damage to the heads of fish",
skeletal muscle necrosis, dermatitis, lesions "likely associated with mechanical damage",
anorexia, bilateral exopthalmia, petechial haemorrhaging, salmon gill poxvirus,
Neoparamoeba perurans (the causative agent of Amoebic Gill Disease), Paranculeospora
theridon, Vibrio spp, Photobacterium sp and Infectious Pancreatic Necrosis virus:

Photos of a Scottish Government Fish Health Inspectorate visit in March 2019 to the North
Papa salmon farm operated by Norwegian-owned Grieg Seafood reveal physical damage
"attributed to a recent Optilicer treatment".

Read more via Meet Pop-Eye the Scottish Salmon - Tortured by an Optilicer!

Authorities in Norway are considering a ban on thermal delousing after welfare experts
questioned whether it violates the Animal Welfare Act. Salmon Business reported in August
2019:

In January 2018 a Norwegian veterinarian "highlighted major head injuries she has seen to
fish treated with warm water delousing machinery".

This is not the first time Scottish Salmon Watch has raised welfare concerns. In May 2018,
Scottish Salmon Watch wrote to the Cross-Party on Animal Welfare raising welfare concerns
with respect to the operation of the Thermolicer and suggesting that its operation was in
breach of the Animal Health & Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006 (letter attached in full here for
easy reference).
In July 2018, Scottish Salmon Watch called for a ban on the use of Thermolicer and
Hydrolicer 'torture chambers' (our press release is attached here for easy reference).
In July 2018, a legal complaint filed with Police Scotland's Wildlife Crime Unit and the
Animal & Plant Health Agency (copied to Scottish Ministers) included:
In assessing the scientific case against the use of the Thermolicer, Compassion In World
Farming stated in 2016:

The Fish Site reported in May 2018 via 'Study questions fish welfare in thermal delousing':

Here's the English summary of the paper referred to above:

Scottish Ministers and salmon farmers have a duty of care to fish under the Animal Health &
Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006. Why is the salmon farming industry being allowed to get
away with murder?
Scottish Salmon Watch asked Scottish Ministers and in particular Mairi Gougeon as Minister
for Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment with specific responsibility for "Animal health

and welfare" to conduct an in-depth investigation into the operation of the Thermolicer and
Hydrolicer on salmon farms as a matter of urgency and ban their use immediately.
Scottish Salmon Watch was shocked to discover via a Parliamentary Reply from Fergus
Ewing in 2016 that no safety and welfare review of use of the Thermolicer had been carried
out by the Scottish Government and that no licence for operation is required.

Is this still the case in 2019?
Moreover, how many farmed salmon died in 2018 and how many have died in 2019 thus far
due to the operation of the Thermolicer and Hydrolicer? How many salmon farms used a
Thermolicer and Hydrolicer in 2018 and 2019 thus far?
Scottish Salmon Watch hopes that Scotland's Animal Welfare Commissioner and Cross-Party
Group on Animal Welfare (both copied in here) can also investigate the issue.
There is more information via today's blog: "Video Nasty: Thermolicer - the Heated Torture
Chamber for Scottish Salmon".

Finally, the welfare of farmed salmon is in the news this week with shocking video footage
from an undercover investigation by Compassion Over Killing of Cooke Aquaculture in
Maine (Cooke Aquaculture is one of Scotland's salmon farming's largest operators).

It makes you wonder what conditions are really like inside Scottish salmon farms.
Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scottish Salmon Watch
Cc:
Professor Cathy Dwyer (Scotland's Animal Welfare Commissioner)
Christine Grahame (Convenor of the Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare)

Scottish Salmon Watch, 10 July 2018
Ban Water Torture on Scottish Salmon Farms
- Over 100,000 farmed fish Thermoliced & Hydroliced to death since August 2017

Campaigners are calling for a ban on 'torture chambers' used on salmon farms to kill parasites
and treat for diseases. Data disclosed by the Scottish Government via Freedom of
Information (FOI) reveals that over 100,000 farmed salmon died in 14 incidents between
August 2017 and January 2018 due to lethal Thermolicer and Hydrolicer treatments [1].
Since 2016, over 230,000 fish have died on Scottish salmon farms following the use of
'mechanical treatments' intended to kill sea lice and treat Amoebic Gill Disease [2].

In 2016, Compassion In World Farming called for a ban on Thermolicers following a mass
mortality of 95,000 farmed salmon at Marine Harvest's salmon farm in Loch Greshornish.
Earlier this year, Norwegian veterinarian Dr. Kristin Ottesen warned against the use of the
Thermolicer due to the risk of head injury including "large bleeding around the brain" and
"stress-induced damage".
A study published in a Norwegian veterinary journal in May concluded that “the present use
and technical solutions for thermal de-lousing are inadequate and likely to cause pain and
serious lesions in treated fish”. An English summary of the scientific paper included:

"High mortality and serious lesions associated with thermal sea-lice treatments are of concern
in the aquaculture industry. Lesions most commonly observed include gill haemorrhage,
scale and skin loss, haemorrhage and vacuolation of thymic tissue, degeneration of nasal
epithelium and brain haemorrhage. It is demonstrated beyond doubt that fish can feel pain
and that the temperatures used during thermal de-lousing (28-34 ̊C) are most likely painful to
the fish. This pain will also initiate panic reactions where fish are likely to inflict serious selfdamage." [3]

"The Thermolicer and Hydrolicer are torture chambers for fish," said Don Staniford, Director
of Scottish Salmon Watch. "Heating salmon up to 34 degrees Celcius - that's over 90 degrees
Fahrenheit - is a welfare nightmare which must be stopped before tens of thousands more fish
die a horrible death. These Heath Robinson contraptions act as monstrous washing machines
in a desperate and failed attempt to clean tonnes and tonnes of lice-infested and diseaseridden farmed salmon. No wonder fish are dying due to bleeding brains and head damage."
'Mortality Event Reports' reported between August 2017 and January 2018 included 95,751
deaths in 8 separate incidents due to the Thermolicer and/or Hydrolicer:
45,089 - Scottish Salmon Company: Druimyeon Bay (Sound of Gigha), 13 November 2017
25,607 - Scottish Salmon Company: Druimyeon Bay (Sound of Gigha), 6 November 2017
8,737 - Scottish Salmon Company Sgian Dubh (Loch Striven), 11 December 2017
4,663 - Marine Harvest: Caolas A Deas (Loch Shell), 21 August 2017
4,253 - Scottish Sea Farms: South Sound (Mangaster Voe), 1 January 2018
3,546 - Scottish Salmon Company: Strome (Loch Carron), 30 October 2017
2,652 - Scottish Salmon Company: Gravir (Loch Odhairn), 30 October 2017
1,204 - Scottish Salmon Company: Inch Kenneth (Loch na Keal), 25 December 2017
Another six 'Mortality Event Reports' provided no data on the number of dead fish but at least
one incident was reported as "over 1% mortality". The 'Mortality Event Report' (1 January
2018) for The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon farm at Strome in Loch Carron stated that
the estimated number of fish lost was "not disclosed" with the: "Company unwilling to
disclose the % of the mortality or the number of fish involved. Only the figure is over 1%.
Discussions ongoing to get actual figures" (further mortality reports followed on 8 January
and 15 January 2018).

According to the Scotland's Aquaculture database, 20,440 kg - that's 20.4 tonnes - of
mortalities came from The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon farm at Strome in January
2018. If the average weight of the farmed salmon was 1 kg then there would be over 20,000
morts (even if the average weight of the farmed salmon was 4 kg then there would be over
5,000 morts).
Another mortality incident where no figure is provided started on 7 August 2017 at Marine
Harvest's salmon farm at Tabhaigh in Loch Erisort (further mortality reports followed on 14
August and 21 August 2017). According to the Scotland's Aquaculture database, 265,069 kg
- that's 265 tonnes - of mortalities came from Marine Harvest's salmon farm at Tabhaigh in
Loch Erisort in August 2017 (that could be over 250,000 and most likely over 50,000 morts).
Scottish Salmon Watch has now filed another FOI asking for specific figures.
In May 2016, Marine Harvest Scotland's Managing Director Ben Hadfield described the
Hydrolicer as a "natural solution" for the problems of sea lice and Amoebic Gill Disease.
According to Marine Harvest, their Inter Caledonia Hydrolicer "uses reverse osmosis
technology to turn seawater into fresh water at a capacity of 200m3/hour, and will be able to
completely fill her wells every ten hours, allowing the fish to be bathed in fresh water, ideal
for treating them against sea lice and AGD" [4].

A Scottish Parliament briefing published in February 2018 included:

In May 2018, Scottish Salmon Watch wrote to the Scottish Ministers raising welfare concerns
surrounding the operation of the Thermolicer. The letter cited Compassion In World
Farming's written submission to the Rural Economy & Connectivity Committee's ongoing
salmon farming inquiry:

Later this week, Scottish Salmon Watch will be filing a legal challenge against salmon farms
for systematic breaches of the Animal Health & Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006.
Read more via:
Letter to Scottish Ministers re. Welfare Abuses at Scottish Salmon Farms
Deaths, Deformities & Welfare Abuse at Scottish Salmon Farms - Breach of the Animal
Health & Welfare (Scotland) Act?
Letter to the Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare: Thermoliced to death
Study questions fish welfare in thermal delousing
Vet warns of head injury risk to fish during delousing
Thermal treatment for lice blamed for salmon deaths - new 'Thermolicer' method under
spotlight as 6,000 fish die
Thousands of fish poached alive in lice treatment bungle that could hit Christmas salmon
prices
Thousands of salmon are poached alive when a lice treatment process went horribly wrong in
a mistake that could see prices soar ahead of Christmas
Fish farm firm kills 175000 salmon by accident
Revealed: how Scottish fish farm cooked thousands of salmon alive
'Thermolicer' Back-Fires Killing 95,400 Farmed Salmon - £2.7 million up in flames for
Marine Harvest on Isle of Skye
Last month, Scottish Salmon Watch published gruesome photos cataloguing serious welfare
abuses at salmon farms across Scotland.

Read more via:
EXPOSED: Gruesome Photos of Deformed & Diseased Scottish Salmon
Horror photos of farmed salmon spark legal threat
GRAPHIC: More Proof That Fish Are Suffering in Food Industry (Photos)
New photos expose shocking welfare issues on Scottish salmon farms

Data published by the Scottish Government via Scotland's Aquaculture database in March
2018 revealed that mortalities on Scottish salmon farms exceeded 25,000 tonnes in 2017 (up
from less than 10,000 tonnes in 2011 and just over 5,000 tonnes in 2005):

Download Excel spreadsheet in full online here
The BBC's Joe Crowley (who exposed leaking wastes from diseased farmed salmon on The
One Show's 'Dead Salmon Run' in December 2017) Tweeted:

Note that the increase in mortalities cannot be explained simply as a function of an increase
in salmon farming production - in fact the ratio of mortalities to salmon farming production is
now the worst ever:

An Excel spreadsheet of the data for mortalities during 2017 and back to 2002 - including
graphs summarising the data - is available online here
In January 2018, the Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy (Fergus Ewing) revealed that the
mortality rate on Scottish salmon farms was a staggering 26.7% - with an estimated 20
million farmed salmon dying each year on Scottish salmon farms.

Read more via:
Hard Evidence: Dossier of Data on Lice, Diseases & Mortalities at Scottish Salmon Farms
The Herald: "Video: Disease concern as Scots salmon farmers' produce "stomach-churning"
record levels of fish deaths"
Scottish Salmon's Mort Mountain Leaps Over 10 Million - FOI reveals 2.3 million dead
salmon at Marine Harvest farms in 2017
Photo Gallery: Dead Salmon from Scotland's Disease-Ridden Salmon Farms
Contact:
Don Staniford: 07771 541826 (dstaniford@gaaia.org)

Notes to Editors:
[1] Information supplied by the Scottish Government on 18 June 2018: FoI-18-01466 Mortality Event Reports - June 2018
Download the covering letter from the Scottish Government dated 18 June 2018 online here
'Mortality Event Reports' included 95,751 deaths in 8 separate incidents due to the
Thermolicer and/or Hydrolicer:
45,089 - Druimyeon Bay (The Scottish Salmon Company), 13 November 2017
25,607 - Druimyeon Bay (The Scottish Salmon Company), 6 November 2017
8,737 - Sgian Dubh (The Scottish Salmon Company), 11 December 2017
4,663 - Caolas A Deas (Marine Harvest), 21 August 2017
4,253 - South Sound (Scottish Sea Farms), 1 January 2018
3,546 - Strome (The Scottish Salmon Company), 30 October 2017
2,652 - Loch Odhairn/Gravir (The Scottish Salmon Company), 30 October 2017
1,204 - Inch Kenneth (The Scottish Salmon Company), 25 December 2017

Another six 'Mortality Event Reports' provided no data on the number of dead fish but at least
one incident was reported as "over 1% mortality":

Note that the Scotland's Aquaculture database reports that 20,440 kg - 20.4 tonnes - of
mortalities came from The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon farm at Strome in January
2018.

Note that according to the Scotland's Aquaculture database, 265,069 kg - that's 265 tonnes of mortalities came from Marine Harvest's salmon farm at Tabhaigh in Loch Erisort in
August 2017.
[2] Scottish Parliamentary question and answer in May 2017:

Mortality events reported by the Scottish Salmon Company in 2017 include eight cases
involving 90,000 dead salmon due to using a Hydrolicer:

Mortality events reported by Scottish Sea Farms in 2017 include six cases involving over
25,000 dead salmon due to using a Thermolicer:

Mortality events reported by Marine Harvest in 2017 include three cases involving over
20,000 dead salmon due to using a Thermolicer:

Online via: "Scottish Salmon's Mort Mountain Leaps Over 10 Million - FOI reveals 2.3
million dead salmon at Marine Harvest farms in 2017".
Nearly 100,000 farmed salmon were 'Thermoliced' to death by Marine Harvest during 2016:

Read more via "'Thermolicer' Back-Fires Killing 95,400 Farmed Salmon"; Fish farm firm
kills 175,000 salmon by accident; "Oops: fish farm firm kills 175,000 of its salmon by
accident" and "Thousands of fish poached alive in lice treatment bungle"

A Thermolicer treatment caused the deaths of 5,794 salmon at Grieg Seafood Shetland’s
North Havra site in November 2016:

Read more via "Thermal treatment for lice blamed for salmon deaths" and "Treatment leads
to morts in Shetland"
[3] A research project by the Norwegian Food Safety Authority (Mattilsynet) is investigating
the use of the Thermolicer in Norwegian salmon farming:

The Fish Site reported in May 2018 via 'Study questions fish welfare in thermal delousing':

Here's the English summary of the paper referred to above:

In January 2018, a Norwegian veterinarian also warned:

Read in full via "Vet warns of head injury risk to fish during delousing"

Scottish Salmon Watch concurs with the statement by Philip Lymbery, Chief Executive of
Compassion in World Farming, in November 2016:

Moreover:

[4] A statement by Marine Harvest in November 2016 included:

Read in full via "Clarification on Salmon Mortality"

Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare
Scottish Parliament
Holyrood Road
Edinburgh
EH99 SP
17 May 2018
Welfare Concerns of Scottish Salmon Farming
- Thermoliced to Death: Breach of the Animal Health & Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006?
Scottish Salmon Watch is pleased that 'Farmed Fish' is on the agenda of your meeting on 5
June 2018. As background for that discussion you may wish to read our written submission 'Hard Evidence: Dossier of Data on Lice, Diseases & Mortalities at Scottish Salmon Farms' to the Scottish Parliament's salmon farming inquiry.
Compassion In World Farming's written submission to the Rural Economy & Connectivity
Committee's ongoing salmon farming inquiry also included specific reference to welfare
concerns regarding the 'Thermolicer' (effectively a heated washing machine for farmed
salmon infected with lice).

One Kind's written submission to the Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform
Committee's salmon farming inquiry in February 2018 also included reference to deaths due
to the Thermolicer:

Scottish Salmon Watch's written submission to the RECC's salmon farming inquiry in March
2018 included:

Other data on mortalities include this 'Mortality Event Report' obtained by GAAIA from the
Scottish Government via FOI detailing 60,000 morts at Marine Harvest's Soay farm in 2016
due to hydrogen peroxide treatment for Amoebic Gill Disease:

Nearly 100,000 farmed salmon were 'Thermoliced' to death by Marine Harvest during 2016:

Read more via "'Thermolicer' Back-Fires Killing 95,400 Farmed Salmon"; Fish farm firm
kills 175,000 salmon by accident; "Oops: fish farm firm kills 175,000 of its salmon by
accident" and "Thousands of fish poached alive in lice treatment bungle"

A Thermolicer treatment caused the deaths of 5,794 salmon at Grieg Seafood Shetland’s
North Havra site in November 2016:

Read more via "Thermal treatment for lice blamed for salmon deaths" and "Treatment leads
to morts in Shetland"

Mortality events reported by the Scottish Salmon Company in 2017 include eight cases
involving 90,000 dead salmon due to using a Hydrolicer:

Mortality events reported by Scottish Sea Farms in 2017 include six cases involving over
25,000 dead salmon due to using a Thermolicer:

Mortality events reported by Marine Harvest in 2017 include three cases involving over
20,000 dead salmon due to using a Thermolicer:

Online via: "Scottish Salmon's Mort Mountain Leaps Over 10 Million - FOI reveals 2.3
million dead salmon at Marine Harvest farms in 2017".

A Parliamentary Question from Donald Cameron also provided the following information:

You can read more via a "Thermolicer Backgrounder"

The Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare may wish to lodge a Parliamentary Question
requesting data on Thermolicer deaths during the whole of 2017 (Donald Cameron MSP's
question was filed in May 2017 so obviously missed a mountain of mortalities) and thus far
in 2018?
Another question which the deaths and flagrant abuse of animal welfare on Scottish salmon
farms raises is whether a prosecution could be made via the Animal Health and Welfare
(Scotland) Act 2006?
Looking at the legislation is seems clear that given the suffering on Scottish salmon farms
and mass mortalities that a strong case against 'Unnecessary Suffering' and 'Cruel Operations'
could be made. Indeed, even the most rabidly pro-salmon farming MSP would struggle to
argue that forcing lice-infested salmon through a heated torture chamber such as the
Thermolicer is 'normal behaviour':

The Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare should be aware of ongoing research in Norway
which is raising worrying conclusions with regard to the welfare problems caused by the
Thermolicer.
A research project by the Norwegian Food Safety Authority (Mattilsynet) is investigating the
use of the Thermolicer in Norwegian salmon farming:

The Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare may wish to ask the Norwegian Food Safety
Authority for an update on this project and it may wish to reach out to MPs in Norway who
have similar concerns.

The Fish Site reported in May 2018 via 'Study questions fish welfare in thermal delousing':

Here's the English summary of the paper referred to above:

In January 2018, a Norwegian veterinarian also warned:

Read in full via "Vet warns of head injury risk to fish during delousing"

Scottish Salmon Watch certainly agrees with the statement by Philip Lymbery, Chief
Executive of Compassion in World Farming, in November 2016:

Moreover:

In conclusion, Scottish Salmon Watch encourages the Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare
to investigate the issue of welfare abuses on Scottish salmon (in particular the operation of
the Thermolicer). You can find out more about the welfare nightmare on salmon farms
online here.
Finally, Scottish Salmon Watch would be happy to present the case against the Thermolicer
in person on 5 June. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scottish Salmon Watch

